Seven monkey-specific GABA, receptor subunit cDNAs were isolated and cloned; radioactive cDNA and cRNA probes derived from them were used for Northern blot analysis and in situ hybridization histochemistry of the primary visual cortex (area 17), with comparative observations on other cortical areas. cDNAs corresponding to crl, (~2, cr4, a5, 81, 82, and y2 GABA, receptor subunits were isolated and had sequences unique to the monkey but recognized mRNAs of distinct molecular weights consistent with those reported in other species.
Seven monkey-specific GABA, receptor subunit cDNAs were isolated and cloned; radioactive cDNA and cRNA probes derived from them were used for Northern blot analysis and in situ hybridization histochemistry of the primary visual cortex (area 17), with comparative observations on other cortical areas. cDNAs corresponding to crl, (~2, cr4, a5, 81, 82, and y2 GABA, receptor subunits were isolated and had sequences unique to the monkey but recognized mRNAs of distinct molecular weights consistent with those reported in other species.
mRNAs for the crl, 82, a;d y2 subunits were expressed at much higher levels in area 17 than in motor, somatosensory, or temporal association cortex, possibly reflecting the greater density of GABA cells and synapses in area 17. In areas 17 and 18, each of the seven subunit mRNAs showed individually distinct patterns of laminar distribution.
(~1, 82, and y2 subunit mRNAs, which are thought to form the basis of receptors with the full range of classical GABA, receptor properties in the adult, were particularly enriched in layers 11-111, IVC, and VI of area 17, following patterns of receptor distribution previously demonstrated by radioligand binding and immunocytochemistry.
a2, CY~, cu5, and Bl transcripts had quite different localization patterns that did not match the antoradiographic or immunocytochemical receptor localization patterns. a2 and a5 subunit mRNAs, which are thought to be the subunits mainly expressed in development, were enriched in layer VI and the underlying white matter, possibly reflecting the involvement of receptors formed from (~2 and (r5 polypeptides in trophic interactions in the cortical subplate zone during development of the cerebral cortex. Following 8-21 d periods of monocular deprivation induced by intravitreal injection of TTX, levels of (~1, 82, and y2 subunit mRNAs were substantially reduced in deprived ocular dominance columns of layer IVC in area 17. The effect was greatest for the al subunit; for both arl and ~2 subunit mRNAs, it extended into deprived rows of cytochrome oxidase-identified periodicities in other layers. Apart from the a5 subunit mRNA, which showed reduced levels in layer VI, the other subunit mRNAs were unaffected by monocular deprivation.
These results demonstrate the heterogeneity of GABA, Received Aug. 10, 1993; accepted Sept. 29, 1993. GABA is the principal inhibitory neurotransmitterin the CNS (reviewed in KrnjeviC, 1987; Olsen, 1991) . It exerts its fast inhibitory effect by opening anion channels intrinsic to GABA, receptors, increasing chloride conductance and leading to the generation of IPSPs (reviewed in Olsen and Tobin, 1990) . The GABA, receptor is a member of a superfamily of ligand-gated receptors made up of membrane-spanning, hetero-oligomeric complexes of polypeptide subunits that form an ion channel Schofield et al., 1987; Schofield, 1990) . It is one of two known forms of GABA receptor. The other form, or GABA, receptor, is linked by GTP-binding proteins to intracellular second messenger systems and thence to calcium and potassium channels (Bowery et al., 1980 (Bowery et al., , 1984 (Bowery et al., , 1987 (Bowery et al., , 1990 Bowery, 1983 Bowery, , 1989 Matsumoto, 1989) . The responses of GA-BA, receptors to GABA are modulated by allosteric binding of barbiturates, benzodiazepines, and steroids at different sites on the receptor. These tend to increase GABA affinity and enhance the frequency of channel opening (Stephenson, 1988; Sieghart, 1989; Olsen and Tobin, 1990; Seeburg et al., 1990; Burt and Kamachi, 1991; Richards et al., 1991; Vicini, 199 1) . The GABA, receptor is assembled from combinations of polypeptide subunits grouped by amino acid sequence homology into at least five classes: LY, /3, y, 6, and p. Molecular cloning of subunit-specific cDNAs has identified one or more members of each subunit class in rat, bovine, mouse, or human brain, and at least 15 GABA, receptor subunit genes are now recognized (Schofield et al., 1987; Garrett et al., 1988; Hirouchi et al., 1989; Khrestchatisky et al., 1989 Khrestchatisky et al., , 1991 Lolait et al., 1989a; Pritchett et al., 1989b; Shivers et al., 1989; Ymer et al., 1989a Ymer et al., ,b, 1990 Ltiddens et al., 1990; Malherbe et al., 1990~; Olsen and Tobin, 1990; Pritchett and Seeburg, 1990; Whiting et al., 1990; Bateson et al., 199 la; Cutting et al., 199 1; Lasham et al., 1991; Ltiddens and Wisden, 1991; Olsen et al., 1991a,b; Wisden et al., 199 lb; Herb et al., 1992) . The exact subunit composition of native GABA, receptors is not known. However, immunoprecipitation studies show that probably all contain an 01 subunit, and most p and y subunits as well Stephenson, 1989, 1990; Stephenson et al., 1990 ; Benke et al., I99 1 a,b; Liiddens et al., 199 1; Olsen, 1992, 1993; Mertens et al:, 1993) . In recombinant receptors expressed in vitro, difI&nt combinations of subunits confer different kinetic and pharmacological properties (e.g., Levitan et al., 1988; Pritchett et &, 1988 Pritchett et &, , 1989a Puia et al., 1990 Puia et al., , 1991 , Ve&oorn et al., 1990 Von Blankenfeld et al., 1990; Knoflach et aL 1991 Knoflach et aL , 1992 Smart et al., 1991; Angelotti and MacDonald, t993; . This may explain the heterogeneity of functional properties observed in native receptors studied )n vivo (Stephenson, 1988; Sieghart, 1989 Sieghart, , 1991 Olsen andTobin, 1990; Burt and Kamatchi, 199 1; DeLorey and Olsen, 1992; . Western bIatting and immunoprecipitation studies have revealed region-specific variations in the abundance of different GABA, receptor subunit polypeptides in rat brain (de Blas et al., 1988; Fuchsand Sieghart, 1989; Benke et al., 1990 Benke et al., , 1991a Fuchs et al., 1990; Olsen et al., 1990a Olsen et al., , 1991a Burchstaller et al., 1991a,b; McKernan et al., 1991; Mohler et al., 1991; Park and de Blas, 1991; Park et al., 1991; Sieghart and Schlerka, 199 1; Zezula and Sieghart, 199 1; Zezula et al., 199 1; Zimprich et al., 199 t; Duggan et al., 1992; Olsen, 1992, 1993) . Similar variations in localizations of related mRNAs have also been demonstrated in Northern blotting and in situ hybridization studies (Levitan et al., 1988; Lolait et al., 1989; Khrestchatisky et al., 1989; Ymer et al.,1 989a,b; Malherbe et al., 1990b,c; MacLennan et al., 199 1; Zhang et al., 1991ax; . In rats, in situ hybridization histochemistry has revealed the localization of at least 13 subunit-specific mRNAs in the CNS, including the cerebral cortex, in which transcripts coding different subunit polypeptides show lamina-specific and developmentally regulated patterns of localization (Montpied et al., 1988; Sequier et al., 1988; Sigel, 1988; Wisden et al., 1988 Wisden et al., , 1989a Wisden et al., ,b, 1991a Khrestchatisky et al., 1989 Khrestchatisky et al., , 1991 Lolait et al., 1989b; Pritchett et al., 1989b; Shivers et al., 1989; Hironaka et al., 1990; Kato, 1990; Liiddens et al., 1990; Ymer et al., 1990a,b; Zhang et al., 1990 Zhang et al., , 1991a Bateson et al., 1991; Churchill et al., 1991; Gambarana et al., 1991; MacLennan et al., 1991; Mijhler et al., 1991; Persohn et al., 1991 Persohn et al., , 1992 Laurie et al., 1992a,b; Poulter et al., 1992) . There have been no comparable studies on the primate cerebral cortex.
The importance of GABA-mediated inhibition in cortical function has been documented at many different levels. It is involved in shaping the receptive fields of neurons in sensory areas (Sillito, 1975; Hicks and Dykes, 1983; Alloway and Burton, 1986; Crook and Eysel, 1992) , in representational plasticity (Jacobs and Donoghue, 199 l), in fundamental mechanisms of cellular behavior Sarvey, 1985, 1987; Avoli, 1986; Connors et al., 1988; McCormick, 1989; Luhmann and Prince, 1990; Kawaguchi, 1993) including mechanisms underlying the collective actions of cortical neurons which, when decompensated, can lead to convulsive activity (Kriegstein et al., 1987; Chagnac-Amitai and Connors, 1989a,b; Aram et al., 199 1; Prince and Tseng, 1993) . In the visual cortex, the capacity of many neurons to respond to stimuli of a particular orientation (Sillito, 1977; Tsumoto et al., 1979; Hatta et al., 1988) and to stimuli moving in a particular direction (Sillito, 1975 (Sillito, , 1977 and certain other receptive field properties (Sillito et al., 1980; Sillito, 1984; Bolz and Gilbert, 1986 ) are dependent on GABAmediated inhibition. GABA-based inhibition also appears to be a key element in the early postnatal maturation of visual cortical function, and in the phenomenon of critical perioddependent ocular dominance plasticity in cats (Wolff et al., 1986; Ramoa et al., 1988; Reiter and Stryker, 1988) .
GABA, receptor localization has previously been studied in the monkey cerebral cortex by radioligand binding and autoradiography (Shaw and Cynader, 1986; Rakic et al., 1988; Hendry et al., 1990; Shaw et al., 1991) and by receptor immunocytochemistry (Hendry et al., 1990; Huntley et al., 1990; Meinecke and Rakic, 1992) . In the monkey visual cortex, these investigations have demonstrated a lamina-specific pattern of localization that tends to follow that of the major concentrations of GABA-producing neurons (Fitzpatrick et al., 1987; Hendry et al., 1990) . Immunocytochemistry with 011,@2/fl3, or y2 subunit-specific antibodies suggests that these subunits may have even more specific sublamina-specific patterns of localization (Huntsman et al., 1991; Hendry et al., 1993) . The localization of the neurons expressing the genes for these and other GABA, receptor subunits remains unknown. Differences in the cellular expression of GABA, receptor subunits could imply the assembly of lamina-specific combinations of receptor subunits to form receptors with different functional properties. Finally, immunodetectable levels of the al, p2/@3, and 72 polypeptides can be reduced in deprived ocular dominance columns by blocking impulse activity in one optic nerve for brief periods in adult monkeys (Hendry et al., 1990 (Hendry et al., , 1993 Huntsman et al., 1991) . However, it is not known if this effect extends to other subunits or if it depends upon an activity-dependent regulation ofmRNA levels, as revealed for glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD), P-preprotachykinin, and a number of other neuroactive molecules (Benson et al., 1991a (Benson et al., , 1993 .
In the present study, seven monkey-specific GABA, receptor subunit cDNAs, including representatives of the (Y, 0, and y classes, were cloned and used for Northern blot analysis and in situ hybridization histochemistry. Although human GABA, receptors have been cloned and translated in expression systems (Schofield et al., 1987) , the pattern of expression in the primate brain in general, and in the primate visual cortex in particular, has not previously been mapped, and the extent to which different subunit mRNAs are subjected to activity-dependent regulation is unknown.
A preliminary report has appeared (Huntsman et al., 1992) .
Materials and Methods
Oligonucleotide preparation. Synthetic oligonucleotides were prepared to enable amplification of cDNAs for selected subunits of the 01, p, and y classes of the GABA, receptor by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The synthetic oligonucleotide primers (Operon) were constructed to correspond to regions that are conserved across species in the targeted subunit class variants (e.g., rat oil, bovine ~yl, and human orl), but which differ in their subunit classes (e.g., oil, 012, 013, etc.). al, 02, and -r2 were selected because these subunits are widely expressed in the adult rat brain and because they are thought to be essential for forming a receptor with "classical" GABA, properties . For comparison, a4 and Pl were selected as subunits not highly expressed in rat brain and 012 and a5 as subunits expressed primarily in immature rat brain (Laurie et al., 1992b , Poulter et al., 1992 . The two oligonucleotides synthesized for PCR amplification of the monkey CY 1 subunit cDNA were 24 and 2 1 nucleotides long, and identical to published human and bovine (Schofield et al., 1987) cDNA sequences. The 5' sense-strand olisonucleotide (5'-ATG GAA' TAT AC.& ATA GAT GTA TTT-3') contained 24 bases corresponding to bases 468-491 of the human cul cDNA , and the 3' antisense-strand oligonucleotide (S-TTT GTT ATT CAA ACA TAC CTG-3') contained 21 bases corresponding to bases 97 l-99 1. The resultant amplified cDNA was 524 bases.
The two oligonucleotides synthesized for PCR amplification of the monkey 012 subunit cDNA were 21 nucleotides long, and identical to published rat (Khrestchatisky et al., 1991) cDNA sequences. The 5' sense-strand oligonucleotide (5'-ATG GAA TAT ACA ATA GAT GTT-3') contained 21 bases corresponding to bases 597-618 of the rat ot2 cDNA (Khrestchatisky et al., 199 l) , and the 3' antisense-strand oligonucleotide (5'-TGG AAA GTC CTC CAA GTG CAT-3') contained 2 1 bases corresponding to bases 846-866 of the rat (~2 cDNA (Khrestchatisky et al., 1991) . The resultant amplified cDNA was 269 bases. The two oligonucleotides synthesized for PCR amplification of the monkey (~4 subunit cDNA were 21 nucleotides long, and identical to published rat (Wisden et al., 199 1) cDNA sequences. The 5' sense-strand oligonucleotide (5'-ATG GAA TAC ACA ATG GAT GTG-3') contained 21 bases corresponding to bases 271-291 of the rat ru4 cDNA (Wisden et al., 1991) , and the 3' antisense-strand oligonucleotide (5'-CGC ACT TAT GGT GAG TCT CAT-3') contained 21 bases corresponding to bases 490-5 10 of the rat 014 cDNA (Wisden et al., 1991) . The resultant amplified cDNA was 239 bases.
The two oligonucleotides synthesized for PCR amplification of the monkey 015 subunit cDNA were 21 nucleotides long, and identical to published rat cDNA sequences (referred to as a5 by Wisden et al., 199 la, but as 014 by Khrestchatisky et al., 1989) . The 5' sense-strand oligonucleotide (5'-GAG ACC AAT GAC AAC ATC ACA-3') contained 21 bases corresponding to bases 250-270 of the rat cDNA (Khrestchatisky et al., 1989) and the 3' antisense-strand oligonucleotide (5'-TCC ATT GCG CAC AAC ATG ACG-3') contained-2 1 bases corresponding to bases 550-570 of the rat cDNA (Khrestchatiskv et al.. 1991) . The re-I , sultant amplified cDNA was 300 bases. The two oligonucleotides prepared for PCR amplification ofthe monkey @l subunit cDNA were 21 bases long and identical to human @1 rat @I , and bovine 01 (Schofield et al., 1987) cDNA sequences. The 5' sense-strand oligonucleotide (5'-ATG GTT TGT TGT GCA CAC AGC-3') contained 21 bases corresponding to bases 113-133 of the bovine @I cDNA (Schofield et al., 1987) , and the 3' antisense-strand oligonucleotide (5'-CTG GAG ATC GAA AGT TAT GGC-3') contained 2 1 bases and corresponded to bases 580-600. The resultant amplified cDNA was 487 bases.
The two oligonucleotides prepared for PCR amplification of the monkey 02 subunit cDNA were 2 I bases long and identical to a published rat p2 cDNA sequence . The 5' sense-strand oliao nucleotide (5,-C& CCT GTG GCA GTA GGA ATG-3') contained 51 bases corresponding to bases 247-267 of the rat /32 cDNA sequence (Ymer et al., 1989) and the 3' antisense-strand oligonucleotide (5'-GGC AGC TGT AGT TGT GAT TCT-3') contained 2 1 bases corresponding to bases 533-553 of the rat p2 cDNA. The resultant amplified cDNA was 307 bases.
The two oligonucleotides prepared for PCR amplification ofthe monkey y2 subunit cDNA were 24 and 21 bases long and identical to published human (Pritchett et al.. 1989b ) and rat $2 cDNA sequences. The 5' sense-strand oligonucleotide (5'-TAT GAC AGA CGT TTG AAA TTT AAC-3') contained 24 bases and corresoonding. to bases 702-725 of the rat r2 cDNA . and the-3' antisense-strand oligonucleotide (5'-TAC TTT ACC ATC CAG ACC TAT-3') contained 21 bases and corresponded to bases 1158-l 179 of the rat y2 cDNA. The resultant amplified cDNA was 477 bases.
Subcloning ofcDNAs by PCR. Two normal monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were given an overdose of Nembutal and the brains and liver were removed. Total RNA for cDNA synthesis and Northern blot analysis was extracted from the cerebral cortex and liver according to the methods of Chirgwin et al. (I 979) , and Chomczynski and Sacchi (1987) . The amount and purity of RNA were measured by reading the absorbance at a wavelength of 260 nm, and a ratio of 2.0 at 260:280 nm. Five micrograms of total RNA was primed with the pd(N)6 random primer and transcribed with Moloney Murine Leukemia virus reverse transcriptase (Pharmacia). First-strand cDNA (1 &lo0 ~1) was subjected to 36 cycles of PCR amplification (Perkin-Elmer Cetus, model 480) using 2.5 U/ IO0 ~1 of AmpliTaq DNA polymerase (Perkin-Elmer Cetus), 2 mM MgCl,, 800 PM dNTPs, and the appropriate oligonucleotide primers, described above.
EcoRI linkers were phosphorylated with polynucleotide kinase (Boehringer-Mannheim) and ligated with T4 DNA ligase (Boehringer-Mannheim) to the ~rl, 81, fl2, and -y2 amplified monkey subunit cDNAs, which were then digested with EcoRI, purified by electroelution from a 5% polyacrylamide gel, ligated to the PBS transcription vector (Stratagene), and transformed into 7 1. I8 competent cells. Subcloning of the ~y2, ~y4, and 015 monkey cDNAs was obtained by insertion into the PBS vector and by using pCR-Script (Stratagene) in which amplified cDNAs were simultaneously digested with Srff, ligated with T4 DNA ligase, and then transformed into Xl 1 Blue competent cells (Stratagene). The plasmids containing inserts were purified (QIAGEN) and sequenced by the dideoxy chain termination method (Sanger et al.. 1977 ) using the Sequenase version 1 .O sequencing system (US. Biochemicals).
Preparation of cDNA and cRNA urobes. cDNA orobes to be used for Northern blot analysis were excised from the pBS transcription vector with EcoRI for the ~rl, 01, p2, and y2 receptor subunits, and with BamHI/PstI for cyclophilin (to be used as a control). The ot2, 014, and cu5 subunit cDNAs were excised from the PCR-Script vector (Stratagene) with BssHII. Digested cDNA was then electrophoresed on a 5% polyacrylamide gel and electroeluted. Template DNA (500 &ml) was labeled with &'P-dCTP (DuPont-New Enaland Nuclear) with Klenow fragment DNA polymer&e and random hexanucleotides to prime the DNA synthesis. Unincorporated label was removed by running the newly synthesized reaction mixture through a Sephadex G-50 column (Pharmacia).
For in vitro transcription, the oil, (~2, cu4, a5, and y2 -clones were linearized with PvuII and the al and 132 clones with PvuI. Antisensestrand cRNA riboprobes to be used for in situ hybridization histochemistry were generated by in vitro transcription using T3 RNA polymerase in the presence of oI-'S-or a-"P-dUTP (DuPont-New England Nuclear). Sense-strand riboprobes were generated with T7 RNA polymerase. Unincorporated label was removed by selective precipitation with 5 M ammonium acetate (pH 5.0) and double volumes of ethanol.
Northern blot analysis. Two normal monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were given an overdose of Nembutal, the brains and liver removed, and blocks taken from the occipital pole, pre-and postcentral gyri, and superior temporal gyri of the brains. Exactly 5 fig and, in certain cases (see Results), 10 fig of total RNA extracted from primary visual, motor, somatosensory, and superior temporal areas and liver were run through a denaturing mixture of 50% deionized formamide and 5% formaldehyde at 60°C for 15 min, and loaded onto a size-fractionating 1% agarose/formaldehyde gel (Sambrook et al., 1989) . The RNA was transferred to a nylon membrane (Bio-Rad) overnight, and baked at 80°C for 1 hr. The nylon membrane was then pretreated with 10 ml of 7% SDS, 1 mM EDTA, and 40 mM sodium phosphate for 30 min. The membrane was then hybridized in the same solution containing the 32P-labeled probe overnight, washed in decreasing concentrations of SDS for a total of 2 hr, and exposed to Kodak XR film for either 12 or 36 hr. Each cDNA probe used for Northern blot analysis was excised from the pBS plasmid by digestion with EcoRI, run though a 5% polyacrylamide gel, and electroeluted. To determine the quality of transfer of total RNA to the nylon membrane, all blots were stripped, and rehybridized with a BamHI/PstI restricted cDNA fragment for the ubiquitously expressed protein cyclophilin (Danielson et al., 1988) . Molecular weights were determined by running 5 fig of RNA markers (Promega) along with the sample RNA.
In situ hybridization histochemistry. This portion of the study was carried out on the visual cortex from six additional macaque monkeys (three Macaca mulatta, three Macacajiiscata) ranging in age from 2 to 7 years. One monkey served as a control, and five were deprived of vision in one eye for periods ranging from 8 to 2 1 d by injecting 15 PLg of the sodium channel blocker tetrodotoxin (TTX) in 10 ~1 of normal saline into the vitreous cavity at 4 d intervals. For the injections, the animals were anesthetized with ketamine. After the survival period, all animals were given an overdose ofNembuta1 and perfused transcardially with normal saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0. I M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). Brains were postlixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose/4% paraformaldehyde.
Blocks were frozen on dry ice, and 25-pm-thick serial sections were cut on a sliding microtome perpendicular or tangential to the pial surface of the lateral occipital lobe, and collected in groups of four. Sections for in situ hybridization histochemistry were kept in 4% paraformaldehyde at 4°C for at least 48 hr. One section of each four was labeled with the antisense probe for a particular GABA, receptor subunit, a second section was stained with 0.25% thionin, a third was stained for cytochrome oxidase (CO; Wong-Riley, 1979) , and the fourth was used for controls and for repeat series if necessary.
Free-floating sections were pretreated for in situ hybridization by successive incubations in 0.1 M glycine in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4); 1 mg/ml of proteinase K (pH 8.0) for 30 min at 37°C; 0.25% acetic anhydride in 0.1 M triethanolamine (pH 8.0); and 2 x saline-sodium citrate (SSC). Sections were then incubated in the hybridization solution containing 50% formamide, 10% dextran sulfate, 0.7% Ficoll, 0.7% polyvinylpyrolidone, 0.5 mg/ml yeast tRNA, 0.33 mg/ml denatured herring snerm DNA. and 20 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) for 1 hr at 60°C I .
and then transferred to fresh hybridization solution containing an additional 20 mM DTT and 1 x 10h cpm/ml of the '>S or iJP antisense riboprobe for at least 20 hr at 60°C. Following hybridization, sections were washed in 4x SSC at 60°C digested w;h 20 mg'ml ribonuclease A (pH 8.0) for 30 min at 45"C, and washed through descending concentrations of SSC with 5 mM DTT to a final stringenci ofO.1 x SSC at 60°C for 1 hr. Sections were mounted onto gelatin-coated slides, dried, and exposed to Amersham PMax film for 4 or 7 d. Following development of the film, the sections were lipid extracted in chloroform, dipped in Kodak NTB2 emulsion diluted 1: 1 with water, exposed for 20-40 d at 4°C developed in Kodak D-19, fixed, and stained through the emulsion with cresyl violet. Selected film autoradiographs from normal and deprived animals were quantified by densitometry using a microcomputer imaging device (MCID/M4; Imaging Research, Inc., St. Cathenne's, Ontario). Optical denstty readings were taken in strines of defined width through the full thickness of area 17 or horizontally across six or more deprived and normal eye columns in layer IVC, matching the readings to digitized images of adjacent COor Nissl-stained sections or to columns showing reduced and normal staining in adjacent CO-stained sections. Multiple readings were also taken from single columns. Background readings were taken over the subcortical white matter and subtracted from the others. Absolute values ofradioactivity were determined from "'C plastic standards (Amersham) exposed on the same sheet of film. Significance of differences was assessed using the two-tailed Student's t test. Sections hybridized with sense-strand subunit riboprobes showed no labeling above background levels ( Fig. 1) .
Results
Cloning and sequence analysis of monkey-specific cDNAs PCR-generated cDNA clones for each of the seven GABA, receptor subunits were amplified from monkey cerebral cortex cDNA and sequenced. Multiple subclones for each of the receptor subunits were obtained and designated as follows: pBS MGABA, ~r l-39, -40, -42, and -45; PBS MGABA, a2-5; pCRScript MGABA, a2-1, -2, -4; PBS MGABA, a4-25, -26; pCRScript MGABA, ~~4-27, -28; PBS MGABA, ~~5-14; pCR-Script MGABA, ~~5-9, -10, -12; PBS MGABA, bl-16, -17, -18, -21; PBS MGABA, and PBS MGABA, . All monkey GABA, receptor cDNA sequences were colinear with the human and rat sequences. The monkey cwl, /31, and y2 cDNAs were nearly identical to their human counterparts. An occasional third base substitution occurred in codons which resulted in no net change in the amino acid encoded. Comparison of the rat Cal, a2, ~y4, a5, pl, fi2, and 72 subunit cDNAs showed less similarity than between human and monkey, yet there was still a high degree of conservation between the sequences.
A comparison of portions of sequences that overlapped between the monkey cDNAs showed that the @l and 82 subunits showed the highest percentage of sequence identity. This was expected because both ofthese subunits share unique restriction sites, which are different from those in the (~1, a2, ~4, a5 and y2 subunit cDNAs.
Northern blot analysis
The ~yl cDNA probe recognized a distinct mRNA transcript at 4.3 kilobase (kb) in all lanes containing RNA from the different areas of cerebral cortex (Fig. 2, ~1 ). In underexposed autoradiograms, a second transcript was present at 3.9 kb, but was commonly obscured by the heavily expressed 4.3 kb transcript. When equal amounts (5 pg) of total RNA were loaded onto each gel, the oil subunit transcript, as measured by densitometry, showed approximately 5-10 times higher levels in the visual cortex than in the temporal, motor, or somatosensory cortex. There was no detection of signal in the lane containing liver RNA for the r~l, or any of the other subunit probes.
Due to expected low levels of expression of cu2, cu4, a5, and /31 mRNAs in these cases, 10 pg of total RNA was loaded onto the gel in order to obtain a detectable signal and in lanes approximately half the width of those loaded for GUI. p2, and y2 mRNAs (Fig. 2 , bottom row). The monkey ~2 cDNA recognized two distinct mRNA transcripts at 8.5 and 3.6 kb. The (~2 probe hybridized to the two transcripts at equal intensity in each lane, but the highest levels of expression were seen in lanes containing RNA from the visual cortex.
The a4 cDNA recognized two distinct bands of 4 and 11 kb. The 11 kb transcript was the most abundant of the two transcripts. The monkey a4 mRNA was most abundant in visual and temporal areas and less abundant in the motor and somatosensory areas.
The cu5 cDNA recognized a single distinct transcript at 2.8 kb. The (~5 subunit mRNA was distinguished from the other (Y subfamily members in that hybridization was approximately equal in all four areas of the cerebral cortex examined.
The /3 1 cDNA recognized a single transcript at 13 kb. The 13 kb transcript showed the highest level of hybridization signal in the visual and temporal areas, with less in the motor and somatosensory areas.
The /32 cDNA recognized one distinct transcript at 8 kb in Northern blots containing 5 pg of total RNA (Fig. 2, p2 ). The g2 transcript was more abundant than the pl transcript and with higher expression in the visual cortex than in the other three areas. Of the seven monkey cDNAs tested, the p2 and al transcripts were expressed in the visual cortex at levels many times higher than in the other three cortical areas.
The y2 cDNA recognized one distinct transcript at 3.9 kb, in Northern blots containing 5 Fg of total RNA (Fig. 2, 72 ). The y2 subunit mRNA was also highest in the lane containing visual cortex total RNA. Although there was a higher signal in the visual cortex, the overall density of hybridization for the y2 subunit did not differ as greatly between lanes in comparison with the oil and /32 subunits.
To determine the quality of transfer of total RNA to the nylon membrane, all blots were stripped and rehybridized with a BamHI/PstI restricted cDNA fragment coding the ubiquitously expressed protein cyclophilin (Fig. 2) . In every case, the cyclophilin probe recognized a 1 .O kb transcript in all lanes containing monkey cerebral cortex RNA, and in the lane containing monkey liver RNA. Equal levels of expression were detectable in the four cortical areas, but there was a lower signal with liver RNA, which is consistent with the pattern of expression found in the rat (Danielson et al., 1988) .
Normal distribution of GABA, receptor subunit mRNAs in monkey visual cortex The distribution of GABA, receptor subunit mRNAs was examined in the visual cortex using ziz situ hybridization histochemistry with YS-or 3TP-labeled cRNA probes. In the emulsion autoradiographs, in regions containing significant labeling, silver grains were present in clusters over cresyl violet+counterstained cell somata in areas 17 and 18 (Fig. 3 ). Cells were identified mainly by the size of the nucleus since RNase treatment after the hybridization step prevents most cytoplasmic staining with Nissl stains. Estimation of cell size is thus based on the sizes of grain clusters over a particular cell profile which bears a relationship to the size of the underlying cell (Benson et al., 199 lb) . Nuclei identified as those of astrocytes and oligodendrocytes on the basis of size and staining density were not labeled (Fig. 3B ). T3 RNA polymerase-generated sense control riboprobes for all the subunit cDNAs were hybridized to sections but showed no labeling above background (Fig. 1 ).
Laminar distribution of receptor subunit mRNAs With the exception of the fil subunit, which is expressed at relatively low levels in the cerebral cortex (see above), all subunits were expressed at high levels and in situ hybridization for their mRNAs led to relatively dense labeling of areas 17 and 18. There were, however, different densities overall, and patterns of labeling in relation to cortical layers and sublayers were unique to each of the probes. These differences reflect laminaspecific patterns of gene expression for each of the subunits.
Area 17
Intense autoradiographic labeling was seen on film autoradiograms after exposure times of 4 d for /I2 and y2 cRNA probes. Exposure times of 7 d were required to enhance labeling with (~2, (~4, a5, and p 1 cRNA probes to a level suitable for assessing laminar distribution patterns.
al subunit. Autoradiographic labeling for cul mRNA was denser overall than with all other subunit-specific probes (Figs. 4A, 5). The densest labeling by far was coextensive with layer IVC. Superficial to layer IVC, layer I showed only light labeling while layers II-III and IVA were merged as a single zone of homogeneous labeling of somewhat lower density than layer IVC. In emulsion autoradiographs, the majority of labeled cells in layers II-IVA were associated with grain clusters 12-l 5 pm in diameter, but in deeper parts of this zone a number of larger grain clusters approximately 25 pm in diameter were also seen (Fig. 6A,B) . Layer IVB showed a low density of labeling, approximately the same as that of layer I but higher than levels over the white matter. Labeling in layer IVC was dense throughout, with little clear distinction between labeling of layers IVCa and IV@. There was a slight tendency for an increase in density in the deepest part of layer IV@. In emulsion autoradiographs, . Photomicrographs from film autoradiograms (,4-G) of adjacent sections through area 17, hybridized with GABA, receptor subunitspecific cRNA probes as indicated, and from a further adjacent section (H) stained for cytochrome oxidase (CO). These show the patterns of distribution of the seven subunit-specific mRNAs in relation to the cortical laminae. All autoradiograms were exposed for the same time (from Macuca mulutta). Scale bar, 1 mm.
the layer IVC labeling was almost universally in the form of line of enhanced label. It was best seen in the Japanese monkeys small grain clusters 12-15 Km in size (Figs. 3A, 6A ). In the (Mucacu fuscata, Fig. 7A , G) and proved to be coextensive with deepest aspect of layer IVCP where cell density falls off in most a thin line of darkly stained cells consistently found at that level macaque monkeys (see Fig. 1 of Lund, 1973) , there was a thin in this species (Fig. 7G) . In layer V there was a dramatic reduction in density of label, 012 subunit. Autoradiographic labeling for a2 subunit mRNA approaching that seen over the white matter. In layer VI there showed a laminar distribution pattern dramatically different was an increase in label density to levels similar to that in layer from that seen with (~1 riboprobes (Figs. 4B, 5 ). Labeling in all IVC, with a sharp drop-off at the border with the white matter.
layers was relatively weak but denser hybridization signal apIn emulsion autoradiographs, most grain clusters in layers V peared in two bands coextensive with layers II and VI. and VI were of large size (-25 pm in diameter; Fig. 30) .
Layer I showed the weakest labeling density, only slightly greater than that over the white matter. Layer II showed enhanced labeling. The greater part of layer III, although more weakly labeled than layer II, showed a moderate increase in label in comparison with layer I. Labeling in the deepest lOO-200 Mm of layer III became reduced again, only to return to the levels of the upper parts of layer III in a region coextensive with layer IVA. Labeling in layer IVB returned to the low levels of layer III, but increased slightly in a region coextensive with layer IV&. Most of layer IV@ showed low levels of label except for a moderately dense line at its deep border coextensive with the line of small, darkly stained cells found prominently in the Japanese monkey (see Fig. 7E ). Layer V had a very low level of label but that in layer VI formed a wide band of equally high density in both the superficial and deep subdivisions of layer VI and extending for approximately 100 Km into the white matter. All grain clusters in emulsion autoradiographs were in the 12-l 5 pm range and thus overlay small or relatively small neurons.
a4 subunit. The densest labeling with CY~ subunit riboprobes was in layer IV. There was a clear bilaminar pattern with a dense band, coextensive with layer IVCP, that approached in density that seen with the cul subunit probe (Figs. 4C, 5 was also relatively densely labeled but less intensely than layer IVCp. Elsewhere, layer I showed virtually no labeling above background and layers II and III appeared as a homogeneous zone of moderately dense labeling. In comparison, there was slightly enhanced labeling in layer IVA. Layer IVB showed weak labeling, less intense than that in layers II-III. Layer V labeling was also weak. Layer VI labeling was enhanced and approached that found in layers II-III. In emulsion autoradiographs, grain clusters representing labeled cells were mostly 12-l 5 Km in diameter. a5 subunit. Hybridization of cRNA probes specific for (~5 subunit mRNA showed the most unique pattern of laminar distribution, since it was difficult to associate with many of the standard Nissl-or CO-stained layers of area 17 (Figs. 40, 5) . The densest band of label was coextensive with a deep zone of layer VI and 100-200 pm of the underlying white matter. Layer I showed the weakest labeling. Layer II showed enhanced labeling in comparison with layer III. Layer III was weakly labeled but showed slightly enhanced labeling in its deeper parts. Layer IVA showed reduced labeling approaching that seen in layer I. Layer IVB showed slightly enhanced labeling equivalent in density to that in layer II. It was difficult to be confident that this label was confined to layer IVB; it may have extended into the superficial part of layer IV& Most of layer IV& and all of layer IVC@, including its deep row of cells in the Japanese monkeys, had weak labeling, equivalent in density to that in layers I and IVA. Labeling increased in density again in layer V to a level only a little less than that in layers II and deep III and continued at this level throughout layer V and the superficial two-thirds of layer VI. Then commenced the densely labeled band of deep layer VI and subjacent stratum of white matter. Grain clusters representing labeled cells were mostly 12-l 5 km in diameter. Clustered labeling in the white matter was restricted to neuronal profiles.
fll subunit. Hybridization of @l subunit probes led to labeling that was only a little greater than background throughout most of area 17. There was a modest increase in density in layers II and VI that was only clearly visible in autoradiographs exposed for at least twice as long as those labeled with other subunit probes. The longer exposures also revealed some slightly enhanced labeling in layer V in comparison with layers III and IV (Figs. 4E, 5) . In emulsion autoradiographs, there were no obvious grain clusters that could be associated with single cells.
p2 subunit. Hybridization of p2 subunit probes gave a pattern of autoradiographic labeling that resembled that seen with oil probes (Figs. 4F, 5 ). The densest label was over layer IVC, which showed a distinct bilaminar pattern of labeling. Layer I showed weak labeling only slightly greater than that over the white matter. Layers II-IVA were merged as a single zone of moderate to dense label with slightly increased density over layer IVA. Layer IVB labeling was almost as weak as that over layer I. In layer IVC, labeling of layer IVCol was weak in comparison with layer IV@ and approximately equal to that in layers II-IVA. Layer IVCP showed very dense labeling in its upper half and slightly weaker labeling in its deeper half. Layer V had the weakest labeling of all layers. Layer VI labeling was relatively dense at a level slightly greater than that over layer IVA. Labeling in its upper half was less dense than in its deeper half. In emulsion autoradiographs, small grain clusters lo-15 km in diameter were widely distributed through all layers and were densely packed in layer IVCP. Larger grain clusters 20-25 pm in diameter were scattered through layers II-III and increased in number in layers V and VI. y2 subunit. The main distinguishing features of hybridization for y2 subunit mRNA was dense labeling overall, only slightly less than with al probes, and homogeneous labeling of layer IVC (Figs. 4G, 5) . Layer I showed a low intensity of labeling. Layers II-IVA showed homogeneous labeling only slightly less dense than that of layer IVC. Layers II, III, and IVA were not separable in the labeling pattern. Layer IVB showed weak labeling approximately equal in density to that of layer I. Layer IVC was homogeneously and densely labeled with no obvious distinction between layers IV& and IVCP. With 33P-labeled probes, there tended to be a slight increase in labeling density in the deepest line of cells in layer IVCp, especially in the Japanese monkeys (Fig. 7C) . Layer V was labeled at a level comparable to layer I and only slightly greater than white matter levels. Layer VI formed a wide band of labeling incorporating both its superficial and deep parts. Label density was approximately equal to that in layers III-IVA. Emulsion autoradiographs were characterized by many small grain clusters 1 O-l 5 pm in diameter through all layers, with high concentrations in layer IV@. Larger grain clusters 15-20 pm in diameter were mainly found in layers II-III. 
Area 18
In situ hybridization histochemistry also revealed distinct laminar patterns of localization for each of the GABA, receptor subunit mRNAs in area 18. In the majority of cases, these could be assessed in the same sections as those used in the examination of area 17, so that changes occurring at the border between the two areas could be detected (Fig. 7A-I ). In no case could enhancements or reductions of labeling be detected that corresponded to the various CO-stained stripes found in area 18 (Fig.  70) .
(~1 subunit. The most distinctive feature was the presence in the middle layers of two thin bands of intense hybridization separated by a third band of much weaker hybridization (Fig.  7A) . The deepest of these three bands showed the densest labeling and coincided with the deeper half of layer IV. The labeling was approximately equal in intensity to the densest labeling found in area 17, that is, in layer IV&. The most superficial of the three bands of label showed slightly less intense labeling and coincided with the layer III/IV border region. Labeling of the remainder of layer III and of layer II was moderately dense probes; cr2 and (~5 cRNA probes (E, F) show little or no deprivation effect, except for layer VI in F (from Macacafuscata). Arrow in A-C and G indicates thin line of cells and label characteristic of deep layer IV@ in this species. These sections also serve to illustrate the normal patterns of subunit-specific mRNA localization seen in area 18 that are not affected by monocular deprivation. H and Z, from Macaca mulatta, show area 18 localization pattern for the a4 subunit mRNA (H) and the adjacent Nissl-stained section (r). Scale bars, 1 mm. with slightly increased density in layer II. Layer VI showed a density approximately equal to that in the band in the deep aspect of layer III. Layers I and V had the weakest labeling. a2 subunit. Labeling with the a2 riboprobes was relatively weak throughout area 18 with moderate increases in density corresponding to layers II, IV, and VI (Fig. 7E) . (~4 subunit. Labeling with (~4 subunit probes was very weak in layers I, V, and VI and moderately dense in layers II-IV, with a modest enhancement in layer IV (Fig. 7H) . a5 subunit. Labeling with 015 riboprobes was distinguished by the presence of two very intense bands of hybridization, one of which coincided with layer VI and the adjacent white matter and the other with layer IV and adjacent parts of layers III and V (Fig. 7F) . The deep band was directly continuous with the similar band in area 17. The two dense bands in area 18 were separated by a zone of moderately intense labeling corresponding to the superficial half of layer VI and the adjacent part of layer V. Labeling was also moderately enhanced in layer II. That in layer I and in the rest of layer III was weak.
PI subunit. Labeling with /31 subunit riboprobes was very weak overall and approximately equal in intensity to that seen in area 17 (not shown). As in area 17, there was a deep zone of slightly enhanced labeling that coincided with layer VI. p2 subunit. Labeling with p2 subunit riboprobes was relatively weak overall but showed enhanced density in layers IV and VI and a weaker enhancement in layer II (Fig. 78) .
y2 subunit. Labeling with 72 subunit riboprobes was similar to that found with cul riboprobes. A similar trilaminar pattern of labeling was observed in the middle layers (Fig. 7C) . The deep band, corresponding to the deep half of layer IV, was the most intensely labeled. The superficial band, corresponding to the deep aspect of layer III, was slightly less intensely labeled and the intervening band showed weak labeling. Layer II showed labeling approximately equal to that in the deep layer III band. The remainder of layer III showed moderately dense labeling. Layers I, V, and VI were weakly labeled, layer VI labeling showing some enhancement in comparison with layer V.
Effects of monocular deprivation
All monkeys subjected to monocular deprivation showed the same effects in area 17 . No variations that could be attributed to differences in the duration of the deprivation could be detected. The effects were most overt on the patterns of (~1, 02, and -y2 subunit mRNA localization and less evident or absent in those of the other subunit mRNAs. No changes could be detected in area 18. cul subunit. The effects were most evident in layer IVC (Fig.  7A) . There, alternating columns or stripes (depending on the plane of section) of high and low density of labeling could be seen. The low-density columns or stripes corresponded to the weakly stained, deprived ocular dominance columns found in the matched CO-stained sections, and the high-density stripes or columns, to the densely stained, undeprived ocular dominance columns. The densely hybridized, undeprived stripes tended to be somewhat wider than the weakly hybridized, deprived stripes. The undeprived were on average 500-600 pm wide and the deprived 300-400 pm wide. The deprived columns or stripes extended through the full thickness of layer IV& and through much of layer IVCP. In the deepest zone of layer IV@, corresponding to the thin line of densely Nissl-stained cells best seen in the Japanese macaque, there was a less severe reduction in the labeling of the deprived columns so that the contrast between deprived and nondeprived columns was less distinct.
Alternating columns or stripes of higher and lower hybridization, each approximately 500 Km wide, were also present in layer VI, corresponding to dense, undeprived and light, deprived columns, respectively, in the matched, CO-stained sections. The distinction between the two was not as clear as in layer IVC, however, because of the heavy overall mRNA labeling. Similar alternating stripes of enhanced and weaker labeling was found in layers IVB and IVA, although the overall level of labeling was much weaker than in other layers. None were observed in layer V.
In layers II and III a distinct pattern of alternating high-and low-density stripes was detected in surface-parallel sections (Figs.  7A, 1 OA) . The stripes of denser autoradiographic labeling were wider than the alternating more weakly labeled stripes, measuring 350-400 pm in width, in comparison with 250-300 wrn for the low-density stripes. When overlain with adjacent COstained sections, the narrower stripes of less dense labeling coincided with rows of shrunken (i.e., deprived) CO periodicities ("blobs"). The wider, densely stained rows corresponded to rows of unshrunken CO periodicities. There was some indication of periodic patchiness in the hybridization labeling in the dense, undeprived stripes (Fig. 7A) , but it was not as distinct as in the CO-stained pattern.
a.5 subunit. The clearest evidence of a deprivation effect was seen in layer VI, especially in the zone of very intense labeling in its deepest part (Fig. 7F) . There, alternating columns or stripes of higher and lower density, and of approximately equal width, corresponded to undeprived and deprived columns or stripes seen in the matched, CO-stained sections. The degree of reduction of labeling in the deprived columns or stripes was not great, however, so the contrast between these and the undeprived columns was not dramatic. There were no overt changes in other layers.
cu2, (~4, and pl subunits. No changes could be detected in the pattern of hybridization for (r2 (Fig. 7E ) and /3 1 (Fig. 9C ) subunit mRNAs. There were some hints of a periodic pattern of reduced labeling in layer IVCP with a4 probes (Fig. 9B). p2 subunit. A distinct deprivation pattern was seen in layer IVCP (Figs. 7B, 8 ). There, alternating stripes or columns ofdense hybridization signal, approximately 500 pm wide, alternated with stripes or columns of less intense labeling approximately 400 pm wide. These corresponded to deprived and nondeprived ocular dominance stripes or columns when matched to the adjacent CO-stained section (Figs. 70, 8) . The distinction between less densely labeled, deprived, and more intensely labeled, undeprived, ocular dominance stripes was only clear-cut in the superficial and deeper aspects of layer IVCP. In the middle of this sublayer, the reduction in hybridization signal in the deprived columns was far less severe and the denser labeling of the adjacent, nondeprived columns tended to merge across the deprived column. Columns or stripes of weaker labeling corresponding in the CO-stained sections to deprived ocular dominance columns could be detected in the deep line of cells in layer IVCp of the Japanese monkey and in the deeper half of layer IV&, but the changes were very faint in comparison with those in the greater part of layer IV@.
In layer III, very faint stripes of enhanced label, similar in width to those seen with cul riboprobes, could be detected mainly in overexposed autoradiograms (Figs. 7B, 1OD ). Even these, however, were never as distinct as with oil or y2 riboprobes (Fig. 8) . No changes were seen in other layers. y2 subunit. The deprivation effect on y2 subunit mRNA hybridization was similar in severity to that found with the (~1 and ,82 riboprobes (Figs. 7C, 8) . Alternating columns or stripes undeprived stripes measured 500-600 pm in width and the of higher-and lower-intensity labeling, corresponding to unlower-density deprived stripes measured 350-400 pm in width. deprived and deprived ocular dominance stripes or columns in There were alternating stripes of high and low density corthe matched CO-stained sections, were very clearly evident in responding to rows of normal and shrunken CO periodicities, layers IV&, IVCP (including in the deep line of cells of the respectively, in layers II and III (Figs. 7C, 10B ). Similar alterJapanese monkey), and VI. In layer IVC, the higher-density, nating stripes were seen in layers IVA, IVB, and V. They were less distinct than those seen with al riboprobes but more distinct than those seen with p2 riboprobes.
Quantification
Optical density scans were made across five or more adjacent layer IVC normal and deprived ocular dominance columns in CO-stained sections and matched to scans of comparable parts of adjacent sections hybridized with 011, p2, or 72 cRNA probes (Fig. 8 ).
There was a precise match of deprived, CO-weak columns with columns showing reduced levels of hybridization. Reductions in levels of radioactivity over the deprived columns had ranges of 20-30% for (Y 1 subunit probes, 13-l 7% for 02 subunit probes, and 9-l 2% for y2 subunit probes.
Discussion
In the present study, monkey-specific GABA, receptor cDNAs were subcloned and used as probes for Northern blot and in situ hybridization analysis. The individual cDNA sequences of the al, a2, cu4, a5, /31, p2, and y2 subunits are unique to the monkey but recognized mRNAs of distinct molecular weights that are consistent with previously published data from other species (Garrett et al., 1988 (Garrett et al., , 1990 Khrestchatisky et al., 1989 Khrestchatisky et al., , 1991 Lolait et al., 1989b; Ymer et al., 1990) . mRNAs for the 011, 02, and y2 subunits, in particular, are expressed at much higher levels in the primaryyisual cortex than in the other three cortical areas examined. In the visual cortex, the seven GABA, receptor subunit mRNAs displayed overlapping yet distinct patterns of expression that were layer specific and, for some, correlated with previous studies of receptor localization by radioactive ligand binding or immunocytochemistry.
Others showed unique patterns not anticipated from studies of receptor localization. The findings in area 17 of monocularly deprived animals indicated that expression of four of the mRNAs is regulated by neural activity.
Northern blot analysis Since the GABA, receptor subunits share a high degree of sequence homology, the specificity of mRNA localization is important. In the absence of information about monkey subunit sequences, it was decided to use riboprobes generated from monkey cDNAs in order to ensure specificity. Northern blots showed that the probes used had a high degree of specificity detecting mRNA transcripts as distinct bands of different molecular weights corresponding to those in other species. The monkey oil subunit mRNA is similar to known rat (Khrestchatisky et al., 1989; Lolait et al., 1989a,b) and human transcripts (Garrett et al., 1988) in that the monkey cul probe recognized major (4.3 kb) and possibly minor (3.9 kb) transcripts. The cu2 subunit probe recognized transcripts at 8.5 and 3.6 kb, the former of which is similar to that found in the cow , and the latter corresponds to one of two (3.6 and 6.6 kb) transcripts found in the rat (Khrestchatisky et al., 1991) . The (~4 subunit probe recognized major transcripts at 11 and 4 kb, of which the former corresponds to that found in the cow and the latter to a 4 kb transcript found in the rat (Ymer et al., 1989b ; M. M. Huntsman, P. J. Jackson, and E. G. Jones, unpublished observation). The a5 subunit probe recognized a single transcript at 2.8 kb, which is the same as that described as ~y4 in the rat (Khrestchatisky et al., 1989) . The monkey /31 subunit probe recognized a single transcript at 13 kb, which is similar to the 12 kb transcript of the rat and the 13 kb transcript of the cow (Ymer et al., 1989a) . Both the p2 and y2 subunit probes recognized single transcripts, at 8 and 3.9 kb, respectively, as found in the rat (Ymer et al., 1989b; Malherbe et al., 1990~) .
High levels of subunit expression in visual cortex The higher expression of all GABA, receptor subunit mRNAs in the primary visual cortex in comparison with other areas of monkey cerebral cortex is likely to reflect the greater density of neurons in the primary visual area. Neuronal density in area 17 is reported to be 116,000-l 20,000 cells per mm' (Rockel et al,, 1980; O'Kusky and Colonnier, 1982; Hendry et al., 1987; Beaulieu et al., 1992) . This is approximately double the density found in somatosensory and motor cortex and in parietal, temporal, and frontal association areas. Approximately 20% ofthe neurons (-24,000 per mm3) in area 17 and 25% (1 l,OOO-16,000 per mm3) in the other areas are GABAergic (Hendry et al., 1987) . Approximately 17% of the synapses in monkey striate cortex are reported to be GABAergic, with an estimated density of approximately 76 x lo6 GABA synapses per mm3 (Beaulieu et al., 1992) . The higher level of GABA, receptor subunit gene expression in area 17 may thus reflect both the larger number of neurons overall and the larger number of GABA neurons whose axon terminals and their synaptic targets will be the major sites of insertion of pre-and postsynaptic GABA, receptors into neuronal membranes. The higher expression of oil, p2, and y2 transcripts in comparison with the other GABA, receptor subunit transcripts probably reflects the fact that a combination of cy 1, p2, and ~2 subunits confers the full range of classical GABA, receptor properties Verdoom et al., 1990) as well as the predominant expression of these subunits in the cerebral cortex and many other-brain regions of adult animals (Shivers et al., 1989; Laurie et al., 1992a; Poulter et al., 1992) .
Deferential laminar distribution of Lyl, (32, and y2 subunit mRNAs GABA, receptors have been localized in the adult monkey visual cortex by radioligand binding (Shaw and Cynader, 1986; Rakic et al., 1988; Hendry et al., 1990; Shaw et al., 1991) , and by immunocytochemistry (Hendry et al., 1990 (Hendry et al., , 1993 Huntsman et al., 199 1) . These studies revealed the highest densities of binding or of immunocytochemical reaction product in layers II-III, IVA, IVC& and VI of area 17 and in layers II-III, IV, and VI of area 18.
Comparison of the results of P2/P3-specific immunostaining with that obtained using antibodies specific for the al and y2 subunit polypeptides (Huntsman et al., 1991; Hendry et al., 1993) shows a pattern of differential distribution primarily in layer IVC that has a close resemblance to the patterns of gene expression for the al, p2, and y2 subunits revealed by mRNA localization. Although showing individual differences that will be discussed below, the highest levels of expression of three "adult" transcripts (a 1, @2, and 72) found in the present study were in layer IVC, with secondary peaks in layers IVA and VI and a generally high level in layers II-III.
The high density of the (Y 1, /32, and y2 transcripts in layer IVC is at variance with findings reported in rats by , who emphasize the lack of these three in layer IV. Unfortunately, their delineation of the cortical layers appears inaccurate, probably stemming from the reliance on film autoradiograms examined at low magnification and from the common failure to recognize the greater relative thickness of layers V and VI in the cerebral cortex of rodents in comparison with et al. * GABA, Receptor Subunit Expresston In Monkey Visual Cortex other species. The barrel field, a component of layer IV in the somatic sensory cortex, appears, for example, to be enriched in (~1 subunit transcripts in their Figures 1, 3 , 5, and 11. The localization of 011, p2, and y2 transcripts by Persohn et al. (1992) in rat cerebral cortex also shows high densities in layer IV. The apparent species difference between rat and monkey is, thus, probably not significant. The localization of mRNAs by in situ hybridization histochemistry in most cases results in labeling of neuronal somata only, and the results of the present study showed no exception to this. Thus, the laminar distribution of GABA, receptor subunit transcripts is not necessarily a reflection of the sites of concentration of the receptors of which the translated polypeptides form a component and which would be revealed by immunocytochemistry. This is a point of some significance in the cerebral cortex in which neurons in most layers have dendrites and axon branches that are not constrained by laminar borders and in the case of deeper pyramidal cells can extend through all cortical layers. Radioligand binding and immunocytochemical staining for 011, @2//33, and y2 subunits (Shaw and Cynader, 1986; Hendry et al., 1987 Hendry et al., , 1993 Rakic et al., 1988) , however, present a picture of receptor localization that does not differ greatly from the laminar pattern of localization of al, p2, and 72 subunit mRNAs. The immunocytochemistry stains both cell somata and elements of the qeuropil (see also Huntley et al., 1990 , in monkey sensory-motor cortex, Gu et al., 1993 , in cat visual cortex, and Fritschy et al., 1992 , in subcortical regions of the rat). This suggests that it identifies both expressing cells and the location of receptor complexes. From the present study, then, cells of layers II-III, IVA, IVC, and VI would be those most richly endowed with receptors made up of ~1, /32, and y2 subunits. Layer V pyramidal cells, although having apical and basal dendrites extending into some or all of these layers, because of low levels of expression in layer V might be expected to show a lower density of GABA, receptors assembled from these subunits.
Although the high density of N 1, /32, and y2 subunit mRNAs in layer IVC has been emphasized, these three important subunits do not show identical patterns of localization in that layer. al subunit transcripts are highly expressed in both sublayers IVCa and IVCp, with an increase in density in IVCp but no clear-cut line of demarcation between the two sublayers. By contrast, p2 transcript localization shows a very high density in sublayer IVCP and a much lower density than al and y2 in IV&; the density of y2 transcripts is equal in IVCa and IVCP, but with a thin line of weak hybridization separating them. In the Japanese macaque, which shows a more clearly demarcated line of densely stained cells in the deepest aspect of sublayer IVC@, a zone characterized mainly by decreased cell density in other macaques (see, e.g., Lund, 1973) there are also differences in the density of (Y 1, p2, and y2 transcript labeling and in the clarity with which labeling in this line ofcells is dissociated from that in layer IVCP proper.
Dlflerences in a2, cu4, a5, and PI subunit expression The laminae and sublaminae showing the highest densities of al, /32, and y2 subunit transcript localization, on the whole, match quite closely the patterns of receptor localization seen with receptor autoradiography and immunocytochemistry. By contrast, the localization of the a2, a4, ot5, and PI subunit transcripts in relation to the cortical layers bears little resemblance to the autoradiographic and immunocytochemical localization patterns. For all ofthese transcripts, not only are levels relatively low, some requiring almost double exposure time to elicit labeling suitable for anatomical localization on film autoradiograms, but also the major concentration of most is found in layer VI. The density of transcript localization in layer VI differs among all the subunits. It is highest for the ot5 subunit transcript, exceeding that of cul, p2, and y2 transcript labeling in layer VI, and approaches the density seen for labeling ofthese transcripts in layer IVC. Density of layer VI labeling for the a4 subunit is next greatest, approaching that seen for al, 02, and y2 transcripts in that layer, while labeling density of cu2 and @l transcripts is lowest but still significant. In other layers, patterns of cu2, cu4, cu5, and 01 subunit transcript localization also differ, with modest concentrations of cu4 transcripts in layers IV& and IVCP. (~5 transcript labeling outside layer VI shows a complex pattern of alternating higher-and lower-density labeling that is not readily matched to the cortical laminae, and the dense labeling in layer VI extends well into the white matter. cu2 and 01 transcript labeling outside layer VI is low, but slight enhancements of labeling are seen in layers II and V.
The highly specific patterns of laminar and sublaminar concentration exhibited by each of the GABA, subunit-specific mRNAs in area 17 are a reflection of specific patterns of subunit gene expression exhibited by visual cortical neurons. Layer VI shows the widest range of subunit gene expression, with all six ofthe subunit mRNAs being located at high or moderate density in it. Layer IVC is next, containing high levels of cul, p2, and ~2 transcripts and modest levels of a4 transcripts. Layers II, III, and IVA follow with high levels of o11,02, and y2 transcripts and low levels of the others. Layers I, IVB, and V are the most impoverished, with low levels of all the transcripts examined. These differential laminar patterns of localization have a number of functional implications.
Functional consequences
of differential subunit expression It is agreed that a functionally active GABA, receptor is most likely to be assembled from a combination of LY, @, and y subunits, probably in a pentameric array (Pritchett et al., 1989a,b; Malherbe et al., 1990~; Olsen and Tobin, 1990; Wieland et al., 1992) . The known physiological diversity of GABA, receptors throughout the nervous system, however, is probably a reflection of the assembly of functional receptors from different combinations of subunit classes (reviewed in Olsen et al., 1990a; . Recombinant receptors composed of a and p subunits form GABA-gated chloride channels that can be blocked by bicuculline and picrotoxin and facilitated by barbiturates (Levitan et al., 1988; Pritchett et al., 1988; Puia et al., 1990 Puia et al., , 1991 Verdoom et al., 1990; Von Blankenfeld et al., 1990; Sigel et al., 1990; Knoflach et al., 1992) . Recombinant receptors consisting of a/3, ny, and up? subunits exhibit different single-channel conductances (Verdoom et al., 1990; Moss et al., 199 1; , which may reflect variations found in cultured mammalian neurons (MacDonald et al., 1989) . Different members of the (Y subunit class in combination with p and y subunits affect the sensitivity of the receptor to GABA (Levitan et al., 1988; Malherbe et al., 1990~) . cy subunits also confer different binding affinities for various types of benzodiazepines upon which the original classification of GABA, receptors into type I benzodiazepine (BZI) and type II benzodiazepine (BZII) classes was based (Pritchett et al., 1989a,b; Sato and Neale, 1989; Ltiddens et al., 1990; Pritchett and Seeburg, 1990; Liiddens and Wisden, 199 1; for a redefinition of these classes, see Olsen et al., 1990b; Liiddens and Wisden, 199 1) . @ subunits appear to affect current amplitudes in recombinant receptors and influence barbiturate binding . y subunits determine the level of benzodiazepine response when in association with cy and @ subunits (Pritchett et al., 1989b; Malherbe et al., 1990~; Ymer et al., 1990; Herb et al., 1992) and in these combinations a y2 subunit needs to be expressed to ensure a fully operative benzodiazepine binding site (Pritchett et al., 1989a,b; Malherbe et al., 1990~) . y subunits also affect the affinity ofthe receptor for antagonists and inverse agonists (Pritchett et al., 1989a,b; Ymer et al., 1990; Herb et al., 1992) .
Based on this evidence, the differential expression of receptor subunits in relation to the layers of the visual cortex, as found in the present study, could confer distinct functional properties on the GABA, receptors of neurons in those layers. Apart from differences in allosteric binding of benzodiazepines, barbiturates, and steroids, properties that might be expected from different combinations of subunits would be variations in GABA affinity, in mean channel opening time, and in desensitization rate, all of which would affect how a visual cortical neuron responds to GABA. Further functional differences could be conferred by the insertion of p or y subunits (e.g., y2S and r2L) formed from alternatively spliced mRNAs (Whiting et al., 1990; Bateson et al., 1991b; Kofuji et al., 199 1) or by insertion of subunits that are preferentially phosphorylated by different protein kinases (Sweetnam et al., 1988; Sigel and Baur, 1988; Harrison and Lambert, 1989a,b; Kirkness et al., 1989; Browning et al., 1990; Leidenheimer et al., 199 1) . Protein kinase A, for example, probably by phosphorylating the intracellular domain of the pl subunit, can lead to a reduction in GABA-mediated receptor currents due to reduced channel opening frequency (Porter et al., 1990) . It is also possible that differential protein trafficking in a neuron could result in specific combinations of subunit polypeptides being directed to proximal and more distal dendrites and/or dendrites and soma, with physiological consequences for the receptor macromolecule assembled at each site. The observations of Fritschy et al. (1992) on subcortical structures in the rat brain, however, would tend to argue against this: in double and triple immunofluorescent staining, using al, 013, 72, and @2/@3 subunit-specific antisera, they found that in most cases the same combinations of immunostaining appeared in identical cell types and, moreover, that the same combinations usually appeared together at the same "hot spots" of immunostaining on an individual neuron. These findings and those of showing selective assembly of subunit combinations in tranfected cells, also tend to rule out the possibility raised by Burt and Kamachi (199 1) that assembly of GABA, receptors in a neuron might occur randomly from a set of available subunits to form a heterogeneous mixture of receptor subtypes.
Nature of the expressing cells Immunocytochemistry in monkey and cat cerebral cortex has revealed the presence of GABA, receptor immunoreactivity in both pyramidal and nonpyramidal neurons (Hendry et al., 1990; Huntley et al., 1990; Gu et al., 1993) . Double labeling studies involving immunostaining for the y2 subunit polypeptide and for parvalbumin, a calcium-binding protein found in the neocortex only in GABAergic neurons (Hendry et al., 1989) , show coexistence of the two and thus the presence of at least the y2 subunit in GABAergic cells (Hendry et al., 1993) . Pyramidal cells are major targets of GABAergic synapses and much oftheir soma-dendritic membrane is contacted by terminals of cortical GABA cells (Hendry et al., 1983; Houser et al., 1983 Houser et al., , 1984 Kisvarday et al., 1986) . GABA cells in monkey cerebral cortex are also contacted by GABAergic terminals (DeFelipe et al., 1986; Kisvarday et al., 1986) . GABA, receptors can be expected to be located at all these synapses as well as on the axon terminals of the GABA cells where they may serve to regulate GABA release.
In view of the large number of GABA synapses on cortical pyramidal cells, it is perhaps remarkable that the highest concentrations of otl, p2, and y2 subunit mRNAs, from whose translated products "classical" GABA, receptors appear to be assembled in adults, are found in layer IVC, the layer in which GABA cells are most highly concentrated (Hendry et al., 1987) and in which pyramidal cells are largely lacking. Conversely, expression of these three subunits is relatively lacking in layer V cells, which constitute the largest-sized, and one of the largest populations of pyramidal neurons. Apart from the consideration that GABA neurons may have a requirement for producing potentially large numbers of presynaptic GABA, receptors, which pyramidal cells do not, there may be a greater requirement for GABA-mediated inhibition and, thus, for GABA, receptors on layer IVC GABA and non-GABA cells, which are the major recipients of thalamic axon terminations in the visual cortex and which may be subjected to high levels of excitation from incoming afferent volleys.
GABA, receptors in cortical development
The high levels of expression of 012 and 015 subunit transcripts in layer VI and especially in the immediately underlying stratum of white matter may reflect the early developmental history of these zones and the more predominant expression of 012 and 015 transcripts in cortical development (Laurie et al., 1992b; Poulter et al., 1992) .
Layer VI is the first of the definitive cellular cortical layers to be formed (Rakic, 1972 (Rakic, , 1977 and is from the earliest period closely associated with a transient underlying zone of neurons and synaptic neuropil termed the cortical subplate (Shatz et al., 1988) . The subplate neurons are generated in large numbers and settle in the subplate before the arrival of the earliest cortical neurons (Marin-Padilla, 1970; Luskin and Shatz, 1985) . Eventually, a large number succumb to a pattern of preprogrammed cell death (Chun and Shatz, 1989) , although in monkeys and humans, the number remaining in the white matter within 200-300 hrn of the overlying cortex is substantial Rakic, 1980, 1990; Hendry et al., 1984; Sandell, 1986; Akbarian et al., 1993; Jones et al., 1994) . It is this stratum and the overlying part of layer VI that show the highest gene expression for ~r2 and a5 subunit mRNAs in the present study.
Experimental studies in carnivores and rodents suggest that the subplate plays a key role in helping establish normal patterns of afferent fiber terminations in the cerebral cortex (Ghosh et al., 1990) and in guiding the earliest cortical efferent axons toward their subcortical targets (McConnell et al., 1989; DeCarlos and O'Leary, 1992) . It has been conjectured that early recognition in the subplate of growing afferent fibers by migrating neurons may facilitate the later identification of target cells by the afferents in the overlying cortex (see Shatz et al., 1988) . The early recognition process in the subplate may depend upon the presence of rudimentary forms of synapse-like membrane con-tacts (Chun and Shatz, 1988; Friauf et al., 1990; Kostovic and Rakic, 1990 ) and on the presence of a number of neurotransmitter and neurotrophin receptors, including GABA, receptors, that have been localized in the subplate in fetal monkeys (Huntley et al., 1990; Shaw et al., 199 1; Meinecke and Rakic, 1992) .
In the hippocampal formation of rats, the high expression of a2 and (~5 transcripts found during the fetal period persists into adulthood, unlike in other regions, in which there is a decline after birth (Laurie et al., 1992b) . In rat hippocampus up to the second postnatal week, GABA,-mediated neuronal responses are primarily depolarizing ones (Ben-Ari et al., 1989; Cherubini et al., 1991) . After this time, both depolarizing and the more conventional hyperpolarizing responses are obtained (Ben-Ari et al., 1989; Swann et al., 1989; Michelson and Wong, 199 1; Pearce, 1993) . The depolarizing response may reflect the early expression and maintenance of (r2 and (~5 receptor subunits (Laurie et al., 1992b) . It would therefore be interesting to determine if GABA,-mediated depolarization could be located in layer VI neurons of the adult monkey visual cortex. Populations of native GABA, receptors containing ot5 subunits and immunoprecipitated from brain extracts are characterized by ligand binding affinities that distinguish them from all other known GABA, receptor populations (Mertens et al., 1993) . These, too, could result in demonstrable differences in layer VI neurons.
GABA-immunoreactive neurons are found in fetal monkey visual cortex as early as 110 d of gestation, when they are concentrated in layer I and in the layer VI/subplate junctional region (Huntley et al., 1988) . The predominant influence exerted by GABA in this early period, before major synaptogenesis has occurred (Rakic et al., 1986) , may therefore be primarily a neurotrophic one, since GABA applied to cultures ofimmature CNS neurons can induce neurite outgrowth, receptor synthesis, and synaptogenesis (Wolff, 1981; Hanson et al., 1987; Meier et al., 1987; Wolff et al., 1987; Kater and Guthrie, 1990) . This might depend upon selective expression of unique GABA, subunit combinations that leads to GABA-induced depolarization followed by calcium entry via voltage-gated calcium channels, and Ca2+-mediated trophic effects (Meier et al., 1987; Laurie et al., 1992b) . They could affect trophic interactions in the subplate and a change in subunit expression leading to enhanced calcium entry, in the absence of protective mechanisms, could be a trigger in setting off the program of physiological cell death in the subplate.
Activity-dependent regulation GABA, receptors in the visual cortex of adult monkeys have previously been shown to be under activity-dependent control and to be downregulated by brief periods of total monocular deprivation (Hendry et al., 1990) . Five days after silencing ganglion cell activity in one retina by an intravitreal injection of TTX, the binding of 3H-muscimol and of )H-Aunitrazepam is reduced by approximately 25% in the deprived eye dominance columns of layer IVCP. There are comparable reductions in immunostaining for the crl, fi2/@3, and y2 subunits (Hendry et al., 1990 (Hendry et al., , 1993 Huntsman et al., 1991) . The present results extend these investigations to a new level by showing that this downregulation is dependent upon reductions in mRNA levels for the (~1, p2, and y2 subunits. The most likely cause of this is an activity-dependent regulation of subunit gene transcription, although changes in mRNA stability cannot be completely ruled out by the methods used. Monocular deprivation by TTX injection in adult monkeys also leads to reductions in immunocytochemically detectable levels of GABA and its synthesizing enzyme, GAD, in deprived eye dominance columns (Hendry and Jones, 1986) . This effect, which is reversible (Hendry and Jones, 1988) , also depends upon reductions in GAD mRNA levels, albeit over a longer time course than that seen for the GABA, receptor subunit mRNAs or for a number of other neuronal mRNAs such as /3-preprotachykinin (Benson et al., 1991a (Benson et al., , 1993 .
The reductions in GABA, receptor subunit mRNAs in deprived ocular dominance columns did not affect each receptor subunit mRNA equally. The failure to observe changes in the cu2 and p 1 subunit mRNAs, the equivocal changes in a4 mRNAs in layer IVC, and the restriction of changes in (~5 mRNAs to layer VI are perhaps explicable, given the relatively low levels of expression of these subunit mRNAs in layer IVC, where deprivation effects are customarily best revealed. Potentially more important are the differential effects upon mRNAs for the ~yl, 02, and y2 subunit polypeptides, which probably form the basis for the majority of functional GABA, receptors in the adult cerebral cortex . In layer IVC, changes were most pronounced for cul subunit mRNA, with reductions of 20-30% in the deprived ocular dominance columns. Reductions in p2 and y2 subunit mRNAs, although clearly evident, were far less severe, amounting to 13-l 7% and 9-l 2%, respectively. Outside layer IVC, the most dramatic difference occurred in layers II and III, where alternating stripes of high-and lowintensity hybridization signal were revealed for cul and y2 subunit mRNAs but far less clearly or not at all for p2 subunit mRNA. These stripes appeared to depend upon reductions in ~rl and y2 subunit mRNAs in the rows of CO-stained periodicities related to the deprived eye. The periodicities themselves were not selectively outlined by enhanced in situ hybridization in layers II-III of undeprived animals, although traces of patches comparable to the CO-stained patches are found in the stripes of enhanced mRNA labeling in the deprived animals. The shrinkage of the rows of CO-stained layer II-III patches related to a deprived eye is well known (Horton and Hubel, 198 l) , and our earlier studies have shown that this is accompanied by reductions in GAD and preprotachykinin mRNA levels and increases in mRNA levels for the LY subunit of the multifunctional protein kinase, type II calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase in the rows of shrunken periodicities (Benson et al., 199 la, 1993) . The effects on layers II and III and the similar effects, including very robust changes in cu5 subunit mRNAs, in infragranular layers of area 17 indicate that the deprivation effect extends along the well-known vertical lines of cortical connectivity leading out of layer IVC, the major layer of termination of incoming thalamic afferent fibers.
The significance of the differential effects upon (Y 1, p2, and 72 subunit mRNAs is less easy to predict, assuming the differences reflect differential changes in expression in the same cells, not selective alterations in different cells. They may be highly significant in determining the nature of the responses deprived cortical neurons are capable of generating to a GABA signal, particularly in the presence of benzodiazepine anxiolytics or barbiturates, whose binding will be modified depending upon the relative abundance of the subunits (see above).
